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Twin Problems of SM

 Hierarchy Problem   strongly suggests threshold for NP
cannot be too far from the EW scale
Coincidence Problem  experimental searches apparently
show no sign of NP
A possible resolution:  signals are hiding beneath the error
bars
Since there is acute lack of tests that are better than around
10% this possibility should be taken seriously.
More sensitive tests are needed  requires higher
luminosities and also improvement in our calculational
prowess

ï K = 10à 3



Illustrative Models of NP
  Two higgs doublet model for the top quark:
(T2HDM) 2nd higgs doublet couples only to the t ,

LEET that incorporates key features of EWSB.
 LRSM : few TeV scale no longer as imposing as

in the early 80’s..Also non-vanishing neutrino
mass suggests re-examination of LRSM.

 Warped extra dimensions (WED), one of the most
interesting ways to solve the HP and possibly

  also the Flavor Problem (Randall-Sundrum)



Introduction and Motivation
Testing the EWSM at distances
shorter than 10-15 cm is an urgent task.
Penguin dominated B-decays provide a
promising avenue to stringently test flavor physics
to one loop order
Since in general penguins in SM are suppressed,
effects of NP have better chance of being exposed.
Thus penguins are a wonderful gold mine for

  stringently testing the SM and to search for NP.



Mostly focus on 3 types of
penguins

Hadronic
Radiative
Semi-leptonic



Types of CP
CPV in Mixing (a la neutral K)
CPV in interference of mixing and decays
Direct CPV
Uniqueness of B…In the SM – CKM paradigm implies
that  only

   in B CPVeffects are large.In K’s they are minisicule,
   also extremely small in charm, and vanishingly small
 in t-physics. Thus it is extremely important that we
 explore all types of CPV effects in B as that’s the only
  place where SM effects are expected to be largest to allow

us to precisely nail down CKM-parameters



Specifically wrt radiative
penguins

1) Rates …for the future most imp. Is b ->d
( esp. comparison with b ->s)
2)Direct  CP  (comparison of rates of b with
  anti-b).
 3) Extremely important (relatively) new tool…….
 Time dependent (mixing induced CP)
Atwood, Gronau and A.S’97. In addition will
  discuss new generalization of AGS by Atwood,
 Gershon, Hazumi and A.S (AGHS in prep.)















B → K*[Ksp0]g  TCPV
Nsig=57 ±9
purity 0.65

274M BB

S = 0
fit

124M BB-
[hep-ex/0405082]

Nsig=105 ±14

S = +0.25 ±0.63 ±0.14                   S =  -0.79 ±        ±
0.09
A = +0.57 ±0.32 ±0.09 = -C         A =  -0.00 ±0.38

0.63
0.50

First step for new era of b → sg !



B→γP1P2

AGHS in prep.

• In this case there is potentially additional information from the
angular distribution of the two mesons.
• There are two different cases of how the angular information
enters
1) P1=P2 e.g. B0→π+π−γ. In this case the angular distribution
gives you the information to calculate sin(2ψ) and
sin(φL+φR+φM) separately.
2) P1 and P2 are CP eigenstates e.g. B0→K sπ0γ. In this case you
can obtain no additional informaton from angular distributions but
you can add all the statistics (as unlike AGS K pi need not be
resonant) and thereby it allows a more stringent test for NP,  that
is,  a more accurate value of the NP phase
• In both cases the variation with Eγ tests whether dipole
emission is an accurate model (see eq)







Intutive elaboration of why/how
AGHS idea works

In AGS eq.3, strong interaction (meaning leaving out weak phase) info is in (A sin ψ).
For 3-body modes of AGHS interest, such quantities,
 in general,
 become functions of Dalitz variables, s1 and cosΘ=z:
S1 = (p1 + p2)2 ; S2 = (p1 + k)2 ; S3 = (p2 + k)2

 k is photon momentum, so z = ( S2 – S3)/ ( S2 +S3) .

 Now for L,R helicities particle and antiparticle decays
 we have 4 amplitudes so we have 4 such quantities now: fL  , fR and similar 2 for anti-particle. Each is now a

function of
 s1 and z. But QCD respects P, C and therefore for ( I) the
 case of Ks π0 all 4 become identically the same upto a sign.
Thus  time-dependent CP asymmetry A(t) becomes independent of Dalitz variables.
  Expression for A(t) holds whether Ks π0  are resonant or not or
 from more than one resonance, in fact!
 Since A(t) is independent of s1 all points in Dalitz plot can be added.
 Significant improvement in statistics and in implementation.
     Combining the data together one gets significantly improved info on
 sin(ψ) sin(Φ)  …the product of strong and weak phase which allows putting
 lower bound on each.



AGHS for  π+ π-  + gamma
This is the generalization for b -> d penguin of
 the rho gamma case…Since pi+ pi- are now
 antiparicles . Therefore, under C,
S2 and S3 get interchanged and as a result z->-z.
Once again, resonant and non-resonant info can
 be combined but now additional info becomes
 available to allow a separate determination of
 the strong and the weak phase (up to dis. Ambig)!



Some Details
Usual Expt. Cuts to ensure underlying 2 body bs(d) + γ
is necessary…that is, HARD PHOTON…in particular to
discriminate against Brehmms
Departure from that will show up as smears around a
central value on the Dalitz plot
In principle, annhilation graph is a dangerous
contamination, due to enhanced emission of (LD)
photons off of light (initial) quark leg (see Atwood,Blok
and A.S). This is relevant only to b ->d case.
Fortunately,can prove that these photons have have same
helicity as from the penguin. See AGHS for details.



Prospects

• Increased statistics obtained by going to B0→
KSπ0γ .

• Perform the oscillation measurement in B0→
ρ0γ.

• Generalize to B0→π−π+γ.







Summary of b → sqq CPV-

2.4σ

“sin2f 1” 274M BB

(A: consistent with 0)



















B-Factory Signals for a WED
(Agashe,Perez,Soni,hep-ph/0406101)

RS1 with a WARPED EXTRA DIMENSION (WED)
provides an elegant solution to the problem
In this framework, due to warped higher-dimensional
spacetime, the mass scales (i.e. flavors) in an effective
4D description depend on location in ED. Thus, e.g.
the light fermions are localized near the Plank brane
where the effective cut-off is much higher than TeV
so that FCNC’s   from HDO are greatly suppressed..
The top quark,on the other hand is localized on the
TeV brane so that it gets a large 4D top Yukawa
coupling.



Key features of WED
Amielorating the Flavor Problem. This
provides an understanding of hierarchy of
fermion masses w/o hierarchies in
fundamental 5D params. Thus “solving” the
SM flavor problem.

Flavor violations Most flavor-violating effects
arise due to the violation of RS-GIM
mechanism by the large top mass.

This originates from the fact that (t,b)L      is
localized on the TeV brane.



NP Contributions due WED
There are essentially 3 types of top quark
dominated FCNC contributions:
i) Contributions to      FCNC processes arise
from a relatively large dispersion in the
doublets 5D masses, specifically large

coupling  of (t,b)L  to gauge modes due to
heaviness  of the t.



ii) Contributions to    FCNC
processs (mostly semi-leptonic)

These arise from contribution of i) and mixing
between the zero and KK states of the Z due to
EWSB.

iii)  Contribution to radiative B-decays via
dipole operators arise from large 5D Yukawa

required to obtain mt







Contrasting B-Factory Signals from
WED with those from the SM



Enhanced FSI in Color-
Suppressed modes

Hai-Yang Cheng,Chun-Khiang Chua & A.S (in
prep.)

   Numerous Indications:
Measured Br of B0  -> D(*)0 π0 are all significantly
larger than theoretical expectations.
Measured Br of about 2X10-6 into 2 π0’s

  is too high for expectations based on QCDF…

ù0



Additional indications of
subtelities

Similar to 2 pi0’s, rho0 pi0 FS Br (5X10-6)
   too high compared to QCDF

Observed dir CP asymm in B0-> K+pi-

 too high compared to (most) theoretical
 expectations. Indeed for both pi+pi- and
K+pi- even the signs of observed asymm are

opposite
 to QCDF!
- LD FS Rescattering in hadronic B decays are

important
- e.g. low longitudinal pol. In VV modes NOT
 a clean signal of NP















Estimates of some FSI effects

Mode     Br /Asy          Experiment -  SD      LD
π+ π-           Br                4.6+-0.4          7     11.5+8.1  -3.1
               Asy           0.46+-0.13     -0.05   0.55+0.07   -.3
π0 π0            Br              1.9+-0.5          0.27   1.5+3.1 

–1.1

                                                        0.61   -0.63+.09 
-.24

π- π0             Br            5.2+-.8             5.1       5.5+-.1
π- π0            Asy                                 5X10-5  -.006+-.002



Dir CP in B+ -> π+π0 an
important `null’ test
π+π0  is I=2 final state so receives no contribution
from QCDP and only from EWP + tree (of
course)
SM provides negligibly small (less than

    about 1%) asymmetry even after including
   rescattering effects

Especially sensitive to NP and should be exploited

Similarly ρ+ ρ 0
 see CCS (in prep.) for details



FSI in K π   Modes
Mode  Br/Asy     Expt          SD             L
+-         BR           18.2+-.8    13.9          17.2+38.9 

–3.6

                  Asy        -11.2+-.02  0.04         -.13+.01 
-.15

00           Asy      -.40+-.29     -.04          .02+.02
-.06

For other #s  see CCS



A Rigorous Sum-Rule FOR EWP
For π K modes:

2Δ(π0 K+ ) - Δ(π+ K0 ) -Δ(π- K+ ) +2Δ(π0 K0 ) =0
Δ=PARTIAL WIDTH DIFF.
Assumes only isospin; therefore, rigorously
 measures EWP…see Atwood and A.S. hep-ph/9712287

(PRD). BTW the title of this paper is:`The possibilty of
large direct CPV in π K modes due to long-distance
rescattering effects and the implications for the angle
gamma’

Note asymmetries in the range of 10-20% were discussed.
 Not everyone is surprised by this much
DiRCP and FS phases..We should learn to use them



Summary and Outlook
In a multitude of ways penguin loop offers
enhanced chances for observing effects of NP

Radiative Penguins…In addtion to rates,
 and Dir CP mixing induced CP  added (’97)
  …a very powerful tool…Its practical viabilty
 now demonstrated by both expts.
AGHS(’04) offers a very important generalization

that should help the experimentalists get a lot
more

 for their money….3-body non-resonant modes can
be added to resonant ones to extract info on χBSM

 and possibly also strong phase.



Penguin dominated hadronic modes ‘97
Intriguing 2-3 σ effect reported (see Sakai, Georgi
 KS [φ, π, ρ, ω, f0  ….], T/P O(5%)
 ICHEP’04) clearly very important to improve significance so that errors < than

about O(λ2 )
 Large dir CP in K …classic penguin- tree interference
 LARGE FSI phases
DIRCP should be explored/exploited more
  aggressively; in particular it is very important to study
 dirCP (including triple corr.)in charged counterparts of penguin-dominated
 hadronic modes wherein there is an indication of a possible
 anomally.It is exceedingly unlikely that NP can affect only
 neutral modes.
 If the hadronic penguin anomally is due NP then it is highly likely
 if not virtually impossible that NP effects will not show up in
 dir and/or mixing induced CP in radiative B-decays



In the light of B-factory results
HP and Coin-P suggest  correction due to

 NP  are likely to be small (have already
 been repeatedly emphasizing over the past
 few years)
 SBF has an essential role to play. IT IS

IMPERATIVE THAT WE GET SUCH
A MACHINE.


